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3 of 3 review helpful Pure Gold By Kathryn I am absolutely fascinated by Lori Goldstein s artistic journey rich history 
and creative life story Style Is Instinct was a fun delightful read full of colorful memories told from a sort of behind 
the scenes glimpse from a day in a life of a truly talented lady Stylist Perspective Told with 0 of 0 review helpful Great 
collection of fash A stunning anthology of the work of visionary stylist Lori Goldstein whose interpretations of fashion 
and beauty have produced some of the most groundbreaking and iconic images in fashion and popular culture Lori 
Goldstein Style Is Instinct publishes for the first time in book form the work of one of the world s most highly 
regarded stylists With a foreword by Steven Meisel it features more than eighty astounding images that she created in 
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collabor ldquo Lori Goldstein is one of the world rsquo s most visionary stylists rdquo Donatella Versace ldquo The 
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inspires and challenges ph 
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